Consideration of GNSO recommendations that are inconsistent with GAC Advice from the already completed PDP on Protection of IGO/INGO Identifiers in All gTLDs (i.e., preventative protections)

Council considers modification of inconsistent GNSO IGO/INGO recommendations

Yes
Council agrees to propose modifications?

Original PDP PDP reconvened and modified recommendations proposed

Modified recommendations published for public comment

Yes
Council votes on modified recommendations (super majority needed to pass)

Council votes to adopt?

Yes
Modified recommendations sent to Board

No
Original, unmodified recommendations sent to Board again

Board consideration per Annex A and appropriate next steps

No

Expected next steps for the ongoing PDP on IGO/INGO Access to Curative Rights Protection Mechanisms

IGO/INGO Curative Rights Protections

Initial Report published for public comment

Final Report delivered to Council

Council votes to adopt?

No

Recommendations sent to the Board

Yes
PDP Concludes

The Council can send concerns about the WG’s recommendations back to the PDP WG prior to considering for adoption.